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COMPREHENSION ..
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STIMULI IN CHILDREN OP NORMAL
AND SUPERIOR INTELLIGENCE

Condon, Mark William Fleming

WORD LENGTH AS A MEASURE OP
INTRAPASSAGE DIFFERENCES IN
READING COMPREHENSION

Ewing, Brian Patrick

J
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A STUDY OF SPECIFIC ASPECTS OF ORIGINAL TAPED
MRLES WITH SELECTED ELEMENTARY CHILDREN

BE1GHLEY; Ruth Virginia, Ed.D.
Arizona State L'rrtversity, 1997

Educators have recognized tne historical importance of oral
tai age and its traerrelltiorship with and significance to the
reading process -and the texchir.g of reading. Little research
Ass been done, however, aertaiaing to this' iliterrelatiosstnp.
The purpose of this investigation was to study (1) the oral read -
tag ability of first and fourth graders reading samples of their
owe dictated oral language (which had been transcribed from
cassette tape) as comp..- -d ir readers

.that were currently bel g _sec, 2 -e levels
the lame first ANd:c.rio g-aders c.- ciated s':ries as

compared . -e bas _u re.icers c_r
rently bei--g Ls ec.

Five hypotheses were forir...la:ed (1, there waad oe
significant cffereoce att.-wee. tae percetage of azoaraia
child's reading r., 'yen stor) a-d aat aorrmerc.a.a. pab-
lished mater laic :2 there acaia Pe caasre-ce
between the per:ertage acaaraz, in a cra:c s read. -: a ;Jeer
story and this reading fro-n a basal reader "3 tnera'w-a.c oe
no direct relaaaasn.p reada.b...ty .e-.el c' zr...dren s
transcribed materials sad the raatiaoilay carthstro.ally
published rhater.aLs for eacr. grade leve. '4 tr.ere aaid ae
no direct readaa...ty-scares for the Spa.the
Rilatiability,Test a-d Fr. Formala tae first grade .e.ei
materials- and /5 there ..bo-id`oe darect re.atiarsap ae-
times the rea.dao.aty sores for t-e Daa Readab...t,
Test and the Fr) Fcrri...a o' the foam grade level materals
Each pupil was recorded reathag a par' ca nis or her story
and a selecr.--n. 'rim tie aria. reader cassette tape :-
dreg from a eantroi grasp recorded reaciaa; the same par-
tion'frorn a peer s story and a prtian from a Casa:
reader. Using taeapacrie Dag act:_ Sca.e as d za.aeare tie
inVestagator listened t; and aracied eaca story as to percer'age
of sceseracl, Teo Fisher t test was appaed to toe scores to de-
ter-ridea trial r s ign.:.c a :e.

Using toe Fry and tae Spache Rea.dab Form :ass a tae
first grade and toe Fry a.-c Dale,Cna_i P.eadab F c-maaas
in the fouplagrade the .-estigator determined the readability
level of the dictated stones and of the basal reader sele:t.oas
The Pearson Pr: : :t afornert Goefi.c.ert Carrelatiar was then
applied to the data.

The foilowing fasargs aid cana-..saas were craw- fr the
hypotheses tested .r tras stud: Becaase there was ro
Mat difference in the first grade experimental grasp between
the oral reader; tne chads dictated Wiry and me brasa.
reader, atilt h)-potries is r.a.e was riot reaeated on the firs: grade
level. There was a significant difference in the fourth grade
experimental group in fa..br of the aral reading of use stadents
dictated stories aid, tterefore, null hypothesis one was rejected
ow the fourth grade leveL There was a significant difference
(negative) in Lae first grade peer group in face- of the basal
readier selections. Therefore, null hypothesis two was rejected
os the first grade le..eL There was a significant difference In
des fourth grade control group in favor of tne peer s dictated
story and, therefore, null hypothesis two was rejected on the
Marta grade level.

There was a small but definite relaitortshm between the
readability level of the first grade student dictated stories and
the selections from the basal readers using the Fry and Spache
impalas. There was little relationship in the fourth grade be-
tween the readability 'level of the students dictated stories sad
the basal reader selections using the Fry formula. There was
leishaillstedefinite relationship in the fourth grade between the
readability level of the student dictated stories and the basal
resisr selections using the Dale-Chall formula. There was a.
moderato relationship between doe Fry and the Spathe read:
AUNT lormuLas. There was virtually no relationship in the
Marti grade between the Fry and Dale-Chall readability for-
rtes.

As a result ' -ese Cats, was corh:luded that the .:se of
ch'Idren s prod.ice a loser percentage of
errors in oral -e the foJrri zr-Lde le../e: A nu-:tier of
other interesting asTaras strfaced,'sith as praeression in-the
growth of creatrr.t. interest c" tie part of the stu-
dents, opportana es Lae Yse of tnese sthries to :each read-,

Ing and reinforce readaa skilis, and contrast of readaigtnernes
As a ras.at of tne d. -ia are absetaaaaas a< toe shady, rec-
ommendatris f -r 'Jr. 7: aa.adies were g..er

Order a., 77- a:Ca2, la; pages .
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ADJUNC4eSTRLCT'URE AND READING COMPREHEMION

CATERLNO, Linda Claire-, Pa D.
Arizona State Lniversity, 1777

One-huadred Lad thirty-two seventh-grade sradents partici-
pated in an experiment des.ried to explore the effects of matbe-
eugenic activities or reading comprehension a.aair, Learners
were directed to tea.d a 990-word prose passage and to answer
AO m...Itiphi-ctw.,:ce ciaestions based net the teat, Sataects were
blockeni according to their reading comprelensi=n scares co
tiro sMaaardized reading tests. Both high and law ccmpre -benders were jain one of three adairct devices a word list
of key terms, a glossary of key terms, and ar. outline tc use
while reading the experimental text. The crater:ran test con-
sisted of questions focustag tin critical material covered by the

device as well as the text, and incideatal information
referred to only L. the experimental passage Half of the test
ques,icr:s employed a stern =leen verbatim from the text andhalf were lecal paraphrases

Eisenually, the results indicated that high compreitexiders
remembered more erns correctly than law coraprelmoders,
and that high comp rs were more stable both rightand wrens response Verbatim items' were answered cor-
rectly more often than paraphrase migentIns An, -nct device
significantly interacted with c-omprth lei el and item type,
uscacating that thefalassary device may have beer more effi-
cient In improving recall'for critical material than eitner the
word list or outline devices. Low cornpreaeriders [raven the
word list performed much better on incidental than, or critical
test items, The sitaalficant adjarct deace by item-type by item-
form interaction for posttest scores s'.pported the previous
finding emphasizing the role of tail glcssary device in high-
lighting critical information ' A reading times analysis was
significant for comprehension level only, with low compre-
handers requiring more time to read the experimental mate-rial.

These results suggest that the glossary device may be moth .ficilitative for the correct recognition of critical irdormitkm,
and that high comprehenders 'may be more adept at employing
this device. Low comprehenders seem to be more attentive to
incidental information than high comprehenders, especially
when supplied with duly a list of key terms. Suggestions for
future research Include 'employing an extensive training pro-
gram to aid subjects in making efficient use of experimester-
supplied learning devices, as well as investigating subject-
generated learning methods.

10
Order No. 77-17,38.8, 101 pages.



4ILARINING o(ND COMPREHENSION OF SIMULTANEOUSLY
.PRESENTED" STIMULI IN CHILDREN OF NORMAL AND
SUPERJOR TNT E LEA G ENC E

COLEMAN, Natalie Christine, Ph D.
University of Oregon. 1977'

Adviser: Richard J Rankin

The study was card.icted in an atte.pt to disco-. er whether
individuals of superior intelligence are more-capable of at-
tendtrig to }cad comprehending simulianeous h isual stimuli than
individuals of normal intelligence More specifically, die.re-
lationshipe of seat, intelligence, and the ability to comprehend.
simultane-xis visual stimuli were anNestigatei Sex was in-
cluded as an independent variable in order to coke of for any
possible sex differences.

The subjects sere 54 fifth and sixth grade students The
eubjects,were divided into two ab.lity groups Those ,xlivid-
sale disigriated as Intellectually s-perlar ',.n=32; r.ad octained
an 11:4 score 1'110 or higher or the Sta.nisrd-Bret, or its
equivalent, and or tad been adrnitted into the eS,cationalte
advanced prtgrarn fof gifted at's:lents te.r scnool district
Individuals des.pated as caving ror- irte:lzence (n.32) were

'established, as such b. v)rtue as ,Ement test
sc ores.

Alter se'er'-4 :-.: :Jo gr _rps, a. s-_ ecs- ere ran.
dourly assigned ts "e ccrparisco ctr-2 gr __(s All sub-
jects it the crtrc: grr-ip rkelyed Csnl.tc-.C-e Cs-ndition
One consisted of a winds crese-tatish. c-As s-srt of,
differing content. Te s_tlects read tne "Jr e at a time
After p,reserta".-./. of each Story, the E...te:ts r e 17-n the
two razes', points of "-e. s-..ry and took a cs--pre.he-sic-n test
designed ti reflect general urder stand,ng tne stir:'

AU s.ibjecis g: _.p resevr.e-dCs-.ditiOn
Two. Conditon Two cc-s:sted of a s:.de..-.e-tai of the
same stories ..sed it Cc:Mit:or, One :-Cc-0.tior. 11. t the

stories dare presented simultar.eo-isly The sAect was pre-
iiented with a fcqi to five word sectltr fro^ each of Live stories
on each slide. Total time of exposure aro aterial
was controlled across the experirrier.al and co-trol conditions
Alter presentation of the siir.iltanesa stories, he s..:b;ects
wrote down the two main points of each story and ink a corn-
prehension itest containing items on both stories

The subjects' scortr'on the comprehension test served as the
measure of the dependent variable. The subjects' responses
as to the main points of each story were also evaluated for

"general comprehension of the stimulus material.
The overall test of significance was a 2 x 2 x 2 factorial

aealysis of variance. Results al the data analysis revealed a
isipilicant interaction effect between intelligence and condition
(Pil, 63)2 5.20, p < .03). There was a significant difference he-
07ees the two ability groups on both conditions, with a greater
dllferenc'e between the groups favoring the superior subjects
ea the simultaneous presentation of the stimulus material
Tilers was no significant difference between sex an either can-
Mar

Aealysis at the subjects' responses as to the main points el
each story revealed a significant difference between the cos-
Mims. There was no significant difference in the mean im-
bue se correct main ideas between the superior subjects and the
serwial sobjects_he reitf the stories one at a time. Hosswer,
Most( the subjects who read the stories simultaneously, this
Superior subjects were affre to supply a sfrnificaMly larger
sember cif correct main ideas than the normal subjects.

Istellectually superibr subjects performed-more sweetie-
lit* than normal subjects under both successive and simul-
taneous presentation Of the stories. The hypbtheets received
wort in the direction a:Octet there appears to be as la-
leraettoe-bedweer tatetligerce and the ability to attend to sod
isrpraisend simultaeecnis visual stimuli.

Order )to. 77-19,337, 86 paps
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WORD LENGTH AS A MEAS.URE OF DTTMPANIAGE
DIFFERENCES LN-READLNG COMPREFIEMEN

4-
CONDON, Mark William Fleming, Ph D
University of Missouri - Kansas City, 1976

This ,stii,- was an examination of litiral comprehension,
an aspect of total comprehension. This subskill, while popu-
larly held to be fundarnental to reading maturity: is not yet
fully understood. The object of She pr=esent study was to ezam-
ire a shtiskill of the literal Corrrprehension of sentences. The
design and measures ernplo,ed were drawn from the cork of
Ronald P. Carver, one of feu to systematically examine literal 1

comprehension.
An essential aspect of literal comprehension is the assign-

ment of meaning to words enccnintered in i passage The row-
\ pose of this study was. to seed light 0-7.Lhis rodamentary pro-

cess This general research interest was translated into an
examination of some sePming'y remote research questions re- -
1.aed to this process One q-iestion dealt with the relationships
betseen the ability to assign mea'rings to words, termed effi-
ciency.

Two hundred seYer.r.h graders -.:ere wen tests in materials
from grade three through nigh sc6001 The. were each given
three tests of tte:r s, -)r. -word efficleAcy rid three of their long
cord efficient-. T'e res..'ii-F scores ..-ere controlled for the
'-, .:: al differe-ces between the long a '-d ,!-.--rt lords. and con-
-r-ed t.:_i st..andaro :engin -4 ordz per mir.ite This allowed coin-,
1..r..sons of these efficiency ;scores in several leNeLs of mate-
na's for readers from a range of achievement levels

The data red :x showed that the difficulty a reader ex-
penie -cec with r werials was relat to the difference In his
scones on short ao.; icing word effi nc-y tests. From this re-
1.:...--rsrip, whirr reached a 94 correlation, and from other re-
lated findings three conclusions alatitd literal comprehension
were Mawr. First, that reading rates for each level of achieve-
me-t ..-.ere constant across the difficulty levels of the M2te -
r: a Is Secondly, that in relatively easy materials, readers are
core efficient in reading long words than short words; and
conversely, in relatively difficult Iiisaterials, readers are more
efficient in reading short words than long words Third, whim
each gr cr.m of like-achievers was reading rnaterials which were
wa'c "ed to its competence, the efficiency under, both word
leirh conditions was approximately the same. .

These results differed sharply from expectancy, and have
so Jtvious explanations Severkl alternate hypotheses were

hough most challen
su'seci.lently most plausible explanation,
t investigate, was the proposition of
Pero distinct language facilities, one for terms whichlburnists
would call function: words and common words, and another for,
content words. , ,

ills study while closer to basic research than applied, my-
ports a stronger intimacy of relationship between language fa-
cility and (even) literal comprehension, than might have bees
iragined. This has obvious potential for impact on theory and
instractign, though specific implications for extending compe-
tency in literal comprehension cannot be deducedircan these
dita Order No. 77-16,866, 178 pages
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THE EFFECTS OF ADVANCE AND NONORGANIZERS WITH
_ RESTRICTED AND UNREST'illCTED MODES FOWrEIGHTB-

GRADE STUDENTS- 'AT THR COGNITIVE LEVELS 07
LEARNING AND RETENTION ING SELECTED MATERI-
ALS' 114 THE ARTS

EWING, Brian Patrick,
Stite University of New York at Albany, 1977

'tits study Was an experimental investigatiorecomgaring the
effects of advance and nonorganizers in the learniiig and retell-

, dos of meaningful verbal materials m the Arts for separate
knowledge, comprehension, and application scores, and'for
these scores combmed. The effects of restricted and unre-
Mricted modes were also examined The theoreticalbase for
the study is David P. Ausuber s theory of advance orgamieri.
and their application to meaningful verbal learning and reten-
tion. Ausabel hypothesizes that such organizers facilitate
learning and retention of meaningful verbal materials pecause
they permit students" to subsume new materials into .their pre-
existing cognitive structures rather than to rely on rote memory
cd materials in an unrelated fashion.

The maniple Was-eighty eighth-grade students selected at
random from the population of a smaill-town middle school.
Stabjectswere placed randomly MID four treatment groups:
nee group was given limited access'ireetncted mode) to the
advance organizer, while then grasp was given limited ac-while
ease (restricted mode) the nonorgaruzer. These gaups were
then given the actual learning passage This procedure enabled
differences to be determined between' effects of advance and non-
arganners in the restricted mode for learning and retention.
Ss were permitted-to read the appropriate passage (advance or
sclearganizer) forty -eight hours before. atd immediately adore
reading a learning passage -of approximately 3000 words dealing
en* 'The Art of Movie Mating.' Tibene two groups rlid. not ham
scares to their respective preliminary passage daring the shady
et the longer learning pump.

A lliird group was gtves extended access (unrestricted soda)
to the advance organiser paesage, while a final group was given
extended access (unrestricted mode) to the nonorganizer pas-
sage. These groups were then given the actual learning pas-
ser. This procedure enabled differences to be deter-mused
between effects of advance and nonorganizers in the unrestricted
mode for learning and retention. Ss in these latter groups were
permitted to read the appropriate passage (advance or nonor-
patter) forty-eight hours before, and immediately before read-
tag the learning passage of approximately 3000 words, 'The
Art of Movie Making.' Ss in these unrestricted groups, in
addtion, were permitted to refer to their respective prelimi-
nary passage ai often as they wished while studying the 3000-
word learning passage.

.
All groups were given a twenty` -`four item multiple choice

miler-ion test weighted evenly for knowledge, comprehension,
end application-level questions. A retention test was adminis-
tered two weeks Lear. Data were analyzed for both learning
sod retention.

From the results of the study, it was concluded that an ad-
vance organiser (as defined in the ,sbady) didsigaiticantly facil-
itate-learning and retention for tbe combined knowledge, corn-
prehension, and application scores In the restricted mode. This
!Leda; was supported for learning In the =restricted mode as
wed, bat not for retention. Regarding separate cognitive levels,
adman, orpaisers did not facilitate learninj significantly, bet
at Ole application level for retention, advance organizers In the
restricted mode were significantly effective. Thus, support vas
herd for Ausubel 'a theory of meaningful verballearning and
mambos.

Related results included the finding that advance organizers
'Mitre fgrifficintly more effective for learning And retention at

same cognitive levels among girl subjects; whereas, no signitl-
add differeaces were acted by treatments for boys. Finally,
ay d eub)ed.s was ma a signiflausi variable in the study.

Order No. 77-11,741, 2111 pays.
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A PSYCHOLINGUISTIC ANALYSIS OF THE EFFEC OF
SILENT AND ORAL READING ON THE COMPREHEN-
SiON AND ORAL READING MISCUES OF AVERAGE
FOURTH-GRADE READERS,

GLENN, -June CarcA,'Ed.D
. University of Southern Cfrlifornia, 1976

t

Chairman: professor Charles Brown

Purpose. The purposes of this study were (1) to compare
what differences oncurred to the quality, number, and types
of oral reading miscues whin categorized according tone-
lected criteria of the Reading Miscue Inventory among three
groups of fourth -grade readers; and (2) to compare the differ-

- earns among these groups in comprehension as measured by a
'post reading cloze test,

T, readread the research selection orally at sight and the corn-
reekd the post reading doze test. T1 read the research selec-
tion silently before reading it orally., and then completed the
post readll doze test. T3 read the research selection silently,
completed the post readolg close lest, and then read the re-
search Seection orally.

Procedure Six schools were randomly selected from ele-
mentary schools in the Anaheim City School District, Anaheim,
California Thirty-rune average fourth-grade readers were ,

randomly selected and assigned to three treat roups. All
readers spoke English as their first languag iEach letup
contained approximately the same number of boys and girls.

The research selection and the peat reading clolte test were
administered to each subject of the three groups. All oral med-
iap were auchotaPed. Miscues were analyzed according tq se-
lected criteria of the ReadingMiscue Inventory, The indepee-
dest va4able (treatment groups) was analyzed using a one-way
analysis of variance. Signific;ust F ratios were analyzed by
the application of Dtincan's-multiple oomPartson test.

Selected Findings Ts scored significaittly higher than Ts
in the categories semantic acceptability yes and strength is
grammatical relationships. T, and Ts scared significantly,
hirer than Ts in the loss of comprehension pattern category.
Ts scored significantly higher than T, and Ts on the post .
reading doze test No significant difference was found =cog
the groups in the typeotedfpricues observed or in the number
at miscues commit .

Conclusions(. (I) A reader's accuracy in using graphophonic
intormation is not directly related to corisgreheinsion as mein
enrol by i post reading doze test. (2) Fo,rth-grade readers
make extensive use of onto, syntactic, tad semantic
cams. (3) The thesis held by reading authorities that chil-
dren tend to comprehend better when reading silently bias *Ma
reading orally was not supported. (4) accnriyis not improved when silent reading prec oral rearhog,
f5) The number of miscues per hundred-wortle is not improVed
when silent reading precedes oral reading, .{11) No significant
difference was found in the'number of intim*. conunitted
among the three treatment groups. (7) The at oral read -lag erant whening miscues observed were not'significantly
silent reading preceded oral reading than when the research
selection was real:for-ally at sight. (8) Individual readers varywidely in the quality; number, and types of missues committed
and in the post reading dote test SCOrei recorded. -



EFFECTS OF LEARNL'G INSTRUCTIONS ARD AGE ON
INFORMATION ACQL MED FitOM PROSE

HARRIS, Ver*. Joan, pt
Ueiversit. of California, Berkeley, 1976

The extent and character Of information acq,nred-from
'prose was assesseid as a lanction of learning instructions and
-age.* Fourth, e.ghth, and twelfth grade sluderfts listened to two
200-Word at; stery stories under instractions to either simply
remember the story informat.on, remember it in a relational
manner, or rernemoer it in a.vertaatim or disc retr manner.
Inforrnatipr acqaired was tested b), the primary measure of
free recall for each sor, and a secondary measure of tr-e
false questions for the second story presented, Primary de-
pendent var:an' es in each resprinr.e mode were constructed
inforrn...:Dr. directly reproduced froin the story or
wise der.yed c g , Ir.:erred, cuncladed) from story content
It was predicea 1-4: bo types al inforrr_ation uoald in-
crease --it-: age, a larger 1-crease was anticipated for the de-
saved than for the rep: ..,..ced variety. Alsv, ins': actions were
expected to alfec, derp.e./ loforn.ation, but not reproduced,

"and to vary a ith -ze re:atio-al Instr..ictions were to fa-
cilitate perform...nee more for )'urger than f.,r.,Ider students,

scree instruct. s sere' . ,-` 'he
'er rid rat for e _r .:* ,-:s es 'rt.-lance

`e deFe ^

effects co '
irera-cd w:'h for free recall rEspc-ses,

_ _ tr, pred.cted.
'77-15,-711, 55 .,-.2.2es.
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ADULT AGE DIFFERENCES IN SENTENCE MEMORY
AN INVESTIGATION OF CONSTRUCTIVE MEMORY

HURLBUT, Na.ncrLillia.n. Ph D.
The University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1977

Supervisor Associate Professor Erich W Lahouvie

After listening to 24 sentences, elderly subjects (mean age
71 9 yeaks) and young subjects (mean age 21 5 years) were
asked to recognize, from a set of 60 sentences. which sentences
they had heN,Petore The set of recognition sentences con-
tained (a) acquisition sentences (Old sentences), (b) semantic
abstractions integrated from ideas in more than one acquisition
Sentence (New sentences), (c) semantically incorrect sentences

.(Noncase sentences) For both ages, there was a high false
recognition el New sentences and a low false recognition of
*mast ).ententes. 'Such data indicate that young and elderly
admits learn/remember sentences by constructing wholistic
ideas from separate semantic unite (constructive remembering).
There were no age differences on measurement., of constructive
remembering. however, the young adults better recognized
verbatim irdormaliOn (Old sentences). Instructions (compre-
hessian' and memorization) also influenced the ages differently.
There were no age differences under the comprehension in-
itrectioas but the young subjects showed better verbatim re-
membering under the memorization instructions. The results
indicate that there are no universal, inevitable decrement' is
the sentence memory of healthy elderly Multi. There are,
deficits in the eklerlys' learning/memory performance but
owl deficits are task. specific (verbatim remenabering) or ei-
perimentally induced tmemoitzation instructions).

. Order No. '7'7-14,33'7, 125 pages.

THE EFFECTS UPON COMPREHENSION OF RESTRUCTUR--
ING GRAMMATICAL PATTERNS

LONDON, Charlotte I Pn
The Pennsy State Uniiersit), 1377

Statement of trie Prob:ern

The purpose of tn.s stud) was to detejrni-.e whether there
was a significant d.flereroe in cumprehenal.,n I% when c-im-
paratise redeuctton structures vs ro corrparatl.e reurtio7'.
atruotures were used invwritten ir.aterial, 2 wrier rel....e.%e
alaases 'were placed rear,the be4r of a sentence, at the
middle of a sentence, and at the end-of a sentence, 3) when ,
verb particles were placed alter the .erbs saltn which they were
associated or af r the ii-ruaea ,':toed them wber
they were plaec :lex' "e.r and 4 ..hetner there was
a a:grif:cart d,nri.ren"o in selertso-u.: r_:e? consistently lobo-.
tionirw to cue suo:ects to tr..? CL D1..., of appropriate r, era or .
verbs .rilch had to e sernan c features of either the noun with
which the ..erb had to agree or trit .orb tr which the r.un had
to agree

Procedure

There .:ere four irue,..ende-t leated ip the study.'
Three ri t-,e variables coniparatl.ere-duct.nn, tern particle
placement, ar,d selectiona: rules, had tao saluea each, while
the fourth arrable, relate clause, had three*:alues There
was therefore a total 0: ^ine

Nine sets of-Lraitrume'ts were cievkloped with each instru-
ment testing one of the n.ne values. The nine sets of wistru-

were disided into three test booklets labelled Compsetten-
sion Survey Form A, Comprehension Surtiey Form B, and
Comprehension Sure: Form C

The (taw from the study wee collected from nmetg-subjects,
enrolled as frestirren at Stockton State College in New Jjersey
Ln September; 1975. Ttle subjects were pretested with the CO-. ka.
operative English Tests, Form IC, and were assigned by test
scores to one of three equivalent groups with thirty subjects
being assigned to a group The three subjects with the highest
test scores were assigned to each of the three groups and this
procedure was followed dawn to thf subjects with the three
lowest scores being assigned to each of the three groups. The
test instruments wete then administered to the groups. The,
highest achieving subject in each group was tested with a sep-
arate form of The test instruments and the three sets of tests
were treated as equivalent and given tee label St.bject "1. This
procedure was followed drawn to the three lowest subjects.

The student t-test for the difference between means was
used to test the corriparati.e reduction, verb particle. And se-
lectv:inal roles variables, while the Analysis of Variance was
used to test the relative cLause varialle

1
Findings

The findings appeared to indicate that 1, There was a sig-
nificant difference (p < 05) in reading comprehension when com-
parative reductign vs no comparative reduction structures Went
haw: in wr,tten material, readiig comprehension was better
when co9triparatire reduction was used in written material as
opposed to when no comparative reduction was used L nitre
was no significant difference in reading comprehension when
relative clauses were placed in one of three positions. 3. Tiger.
was a signlfitant difference in reading comprehension when
verb particles were placed after the verbs with which they were
associated as opposed to when they were placed after noun
phrases, comprehension was better when verb particles were
placed after their verbs as opposed to when they were placed
after noel phrses. 4. There was no significant difference in
selectional rules cuing subjects to the choice of appropriate
nouns as opposed to appropriate verbs in written contexts.

Order No. 77-17,708, 1 iligaisso.
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IFFECT OF EXPECTATION MODIFICATION ON
ACTUAL PERFORMANCE OF A READING COMPRE-
11111111ON TASK BY ELEVENTH GRADE STUDENTS

MANDATO, Vincent, Ed D.
Tordham University, 1971

Mentor John Poster

S

This study was concerned with the effect of three coalitions
of imam* administeiecl to high, middle, and low academic -
iielf concept (ASC) 11th gradels on -expected and actual perfor-
mer:, of reading comprehension tasks.

TMs study sought to investigate whether certain feedback ,
conditions would interact with ASC level in order to signifi-
cantly change expectancy and subsequent performance.

Findings from previous studies which employed the tech-
nique of discrepant feedback as a method for expectation change
have been contradictory. This study poistulated that the incon-
sistency of findings may have been due to the failure of pre-
vious researchers to incorporate ASC variable controls or to
cointider the length of time over which such feedback was em-

Discrepant feedback, in the form of gradually inflated, pre-
dieted stores (expectation) over a period of 30 trials, was ex-
amined as a specific treatment technique for tegling compre-
hension elpeCted and actual change\ at three ASClevels No
feedback and correct feedback conditions were similarly ca-
nalised fdr comparison pUrposes.

The sample consisted of 180 males and 180 females en-
rolled in tith grade English classes in a'large school system
compatible to middle glass areas within diverse socioecononTic
luta& school districts

All subjects were first trichotomized on I word rating lis t
to measure for level of ASC. They were then pretested on
form A of the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test (SDRT
matched and assigned to one of three feedback groups within
oink sksc level. Individualized prediction and scoring (treat-
insat)tharts were kept and change scores were analyzed at the
and of treatment and after a four week post-post-treatment pe-
riod.

Illypotheses were stated in the null form independently for
males and females at each treatment juncture for expected and
anima changes. Eight 3 x 3 analyses of variance, mixed de-
sign were performed to determine acceptance or rejection, and
Apatite:It mean changes were examined by the Tukey proce-
dare.

A inajdr finding of the study was the identification of one
grew in each mid-range ASC male and female category where
Idgrilficant positive directional changes occurred for both ex- -

paled and actual performance. AlthOugh weakened, such
dosages lasted to the post-post-treatment period. These sub -
pets were identified as being most susceptible to the pasitivta

4leerepant feedbac& Subjects at the extremes exhibited no
show at all at the high ASC level and inconsistent change at
the low ASC level

Ober significant findings were as follows: 1. Negative 'o-
penlyd and actual changes.pccurred for low SC males given
correct feedback. 2. Low ASC girls did not change expectation "
bet did increase performance when administered correct or
hillated-peiicted feedback suggesting * beneficial effect from
practice. 3. All subjects overpedicted expectations. This was
meet potable at the low ASC level and especially tray

AL111111011. 4. It could not be generalized-that expected or
dame in reading comprehension occurred as a result of any

eollagk condition. Inferences for such change must be lim-
lied to mid -rasp ABC students administered gradually Ms-
erepird feedback in a positive direction for 30 trials.

The Inata'coeclasions from the findings were: 1. lnconsio-.
inn, of discrepant feedback research is most likely due to it
het of ecasideratioo of the ABC variable. 41. Reading compre-
hension test feedback as iresented in a classroom can have a
MANI bet varied effect on individuals, depending on ABC level
3. Sokol personnel should consider the ABC variable as Rest
of ardent evaltiatious. Order No. 77-14,373, In Ogee.
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DESIGN OF TYPOGRAPHICAL FORMAT AND PR0E2
BECAll

MURRAY, Olorman Boyd, Ph.D
Brigham Young University, k976

Chairman Adrian P. VanMondfrans

This study considers the effects of multiaimensional'epa-
tial organization of text on content recall. Subjects (19 were
S4 missionaries in an intensive ladguage learning program.
ba a posttest-only-controrgroup design with three replications
24`bxperimental Ss, in three groups, memorized verbatim a
1,000-word pissage presented in spatially organized experi-
mental materials. Thirty control Ss, in three corresponding

-groups, memorized the same passage using regular training
materials. Results indicate facilitative effects a multidiroen-
sional'spatial organization of text on contest recall.

I - Order No. D-13,808, 43 pages.

SOIM RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN SEMANTIC AND STY-
LISTIC ASPECTS OF LANGUAGE AND COMPREHENSION
OF DISCOURSE WRITTEN FOR CHILDREN

RICHNIOND. James Emery, Ph.D.
Um:ersity of California, Berkeley, 1976

For many sears professional educators and researchers in
related-ha/4s have been seeking better ways to control the diffi-
culty of reading material designed for children and adults. Most
of Lhe research efforts to data have focused primarily on the
frequency of occurrence of specific vocabulary, sentence length
as 1 measure of complexity, and the number of syllables per
hundred words. However, a limited number of recent investi-
gations have begun to explore additional language variables
that may ultimately aid in the development of bptter means to
predict and control reading difficulty.

Two.exploratorystudies, completed prior to the current
investigation, identified a number of discourse variables thud
appeared to have an influence on the reading comprehension
of elementary school children. This investigation was designed
to assess the effect of two of these variables on the reading
comprehension of sesond and third grade children.

One discourse variable tested this study.was identified
as the pronoun referent variable. This variable referred to(he
US. of a pronoun as a substitute for a noon, series of words, or
an event. The other variable tested was labeled the dialogs*
partible and referred to the manner in which dialogue appears
in discou'rse.

To test the influence on reading comprehension of the pro-
moan referent variable, a set of two selections was developed
at the second grade reading level. Another set of two selections
was developed at the third grade reading level One selection.
in each set was designed sue % that the anteeedent of all pro-
w ling seed in the selection was in the Sams or immediately
receding senteige. This was labeled the close Promo re-
forest coodttion and was predicted to facilitate reading compre-
hension. MO other selection in the set was designed such tied
the antes of all pronouns used in the selection sot is
the r immediately preceding sentence. The two selec-
tions in each set were equated fqr readability and destined 4416
a doze test format for administration.

The same basic design was used to test the dialogue variable
as was used with the pronoun referent variable. However, for
the dialogue variable, one selection In each set contained unin-
tarruptial dialogue. Under this condition, predicted to facilitate
reading comprehension, the identification of the speaker oc-
curred prior to the dialogue. The other selection in each set
contained interrupted dialogue. Under this condition the dia-
gigue was interrupted by the iilalfication of the speaker.

9
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Data were obtained from 192 second and third grade subjects
responding to trie cloze tests designed (or the study. These ,

' data were analyzed using,analy.sis of variance ittatisties Based
on the data analysis, the following findings were observed
1) Even though higher reading comprehension scores were ob-
tained for passages that_ contained the antecedents of pronouns
no further distant than one preceding sentence, the findings
were not statistically significant, and 21 Although a trend.seas
found to exist that suggested uninterrupted dialogue facilitated
reading comprehension, this finding was not statistvally gig -
nifiClnt

The analysis of the data suggests the tenabr lay of the fuHow-
ing Conclusiors 1) The, pronoun refe\r

n

t variable and the dia-
logue variable do not significantly affe, t reading comprehersilin
although observable trend differences veze present, and 2) Com-
binations of discourse variables have a greater degree rj influ-
ence on reading comprehension than an, one 1-trial:vie in isola-
tion

It is recommended that turtner attempts be to identify
and test the influence on reac1,1g torior-Aenslon of semantic
ind sty listic Iraab:c s part 1: ,Jr. ability

tr, ,cad
, 77- lf,P 34, 130 pages,

STATE ANXIETY, REINFORCEMENT AND COPING PAT-
TERNS AS INFLUENCES UPON LEARNING RATE IN FIRST
GRADE CHILDREN EXPOSED TO SEVERAL STRESSORS
WHILE LEARNING WORDS

" SCHWARTZ, Barbara Marton, Pry
The University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1976

-flupericidor: Associate Professor Roger A Severson

This study explored learning effectivenes3 Inde several
diffe1rent conditions of intrinsic task stress and extrinsic rein-
forcement. 100 First-grade children were seen in three dif-
ferent sessions and each time taught words under three dif-
ierint conditions, The first session varied reinforcement,
giving feeklback only in task one, social prahe for correct re-
sponses in task two and social praise plus tangible reinforce-
ment (candy) in task three Session II employed a first task
with feedback only, a second tasic involving words much harder
to discriminate (to vary intrinsic stress) and a thi?d task aim -
filar to task one but including social praise. Session III involved
a first task with social praise, a second task, again adminis-
tering social praise tut involving twice as many words (rover-
load"), and a third task similar to the first but without social
praise. A fourth session involved only 40 children in a free
choice word learning task with hard, medium, and easy choices
given twice with feedback only, twice with social praise, and
twice with social praise and tangibles Self-reported anxiety
(an abbreviated STAIC) was obtained on three occasions and
the observed behavior was ratedfdr level of anxiety during all
learning tasks.

Whereas two earlier studies had nd no difference in av-
enge learning when social praise and tangibles were given for
word learhing in first graders, this study found social praise
significantly enhanced learning, and tangibles significantly Im-
paired leNaing. Although the tokens distracted from tam.-
&sip learning effectiveness, they increased plvolvement and
net seed observed anxiety. The two sessions employing a
middle streeeor task effectively detected children who handled

stress adeepaitely (maintained or improved learning under
' tress), u well'as children who deteriorated under the stress-
Sal task and -subsequently showed poor learning on e third
task. Social praise was not sufficient to eliminate e total
e t maser effects during Session III, but analysis o subgroups
indicated that modal praise) did reduce rated anxiety

I

Self-report state anxiety, although moderately correlated
over three assessments, did not relate to learning scores sig-
nificantly and did not-correlate with rated anxiety Raled anx-
iety, although subjective, seemed a more valid measure in chil-
dren of this age, correlating negatively with learning on every
task.

The study'explored the relationship of the tendency to re-.
spond positively of negatively to Social praise with several
other variables Improving under social praise conditions was
not related to the reaction to the gttess tasks, nor to choosing
more difficult tasks when social praise was added in a free
choice situation It is possible, however, that Le to the nov-
elty of this task exploratory behaviors governed the choice se-
lectioriand differing reinforceri were unable to.overcome this
effect.
, The relationship of_ arodety'w l.th the applieation of either
feedback or social praise was inV'estipted. Contrary to pre-,
diction, high anxious learners did not perform significantly
better on tasks using social praise-as compared to tasks pro-
viding feedback only The adininistration or removal of social t
praise in the learning task following the stressor task did
not significantly affect performance in either high or low anx-
ious children. These findings were confirmed when both self -
report and rated state anxiety measures were used

In general this study found that differing patterns of re-
sponse were produced as a result of varying l.ntnnsic task
stress and extrinsic reinforcement Although' some children
maintained or improved their initial learning effectiveness dur-
ing stressor and subsequenelearning tasks, others did not cope
adequately. The administration of social praise was unable to
offset the effects of the stressor task Rated anxiety corre-
lated negatively with learning effectiveness in every task. It
remains for future studies to explore the stability and rela-
tionship of 'these patterns to subsequent learning and achieve-
ment Order No. 77-8812, 108 pages.

THE EFFECTS OF LEXICALLY AMBIGUOUS NOUNS
EMBEDDED IN A READLNG TASK FOR CHILDREN

STUPAY, Diane Surle, Ph.D.
Case Western Reserve University, 1976

One way( to look more closely at how semantic screens
(Goodman, 1973) or the accumulation of meaning iron prior
context, operate in the reading process is through the study
of lexical ambiguittes, Words such as bat, as in baseball, and
bat, the animal, require different contexts and lead the reader
to different predictions about conteXt which will follow the'
iunirtguous word. Therefore, this study proposed to explore
whether the presence of two meanings of a lexically ambiguous
Ain in contiguous sentences would reduce the size oTthe unit,
the eye-voice span, children at the fourth and sixth grade levels
are processing. (The eye-voice span is defintd. as the number
of words the eye is ahead of the voice in oral reading, and was
measured in this research by turning off a elide viewer, thus
reanoving the printed display, and asking the subject to con
time reading as far as he can after the light goes off.)

Since their lexicon is less fully developed, it was antici-
pated that' fourth grade children would be less affected by the
presence of ambigtiity than sixth grade children. Also it was
hypothesized that the use of both meanings of the ambie)ous

%ems would trigger a reprocessing operation in working mem-
ory which would be evidenced by miscues in the two sentences
that include the ambiguous noun. Therefore three dependent
variables were assessed: '1. An eye-voice span measure ofre exact number of words correctly reported after each light-
est position; 2. A corrected eye-voice span measure which
ingudsd miscues which were completely semantically accept-
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able and did hanie meaning; 3, A count of the miscues .
alleociated with e light-out position.

Xichty subjects from a middle-class suloprban school sys-
tems were chosen tandomly from a sample of children-with av-,
nage standardized readineand IQ scores There ,were forty
children at each grade level with equal numbers of boys and
girls. Subjects were tested on thirty three-line paragraphs
presented one at a time on a 35 mm slide viewer. Half the sub-
Ode at each grade level ware,teated on an experimental con-
&tine in which the two meanings of the ambigiibus noun was ee,
read in adjacent sentences. The other half were tested on a
control conctitito in which the same ftimulus materials were
seed, but the 'ambiguous noun in one of the sentences was re-
placed by a neutral noun. Materials were constructed at a
third grade reading level, and were presented in random order.

Analysis of variance 'results and post hoc two tailed t tests
revealed that the eye-voice spans were redudedin the experi-
mental condition for fourth grade subjects in both the eye -voice
spas measure and the corrected eye-voice span measure. Also,
girls across grade levels produced significantly more mis-
cues in the experimental than in the control colgion. The
major implicntion of these results is that semantic informa-
tion is an integral part of the reading process and that even

1 relatively young readers, ten year-olds, are sensitive to the
disruptive effectspf ieilcal ambiguity. It appears that the se-
veral:lc lexicon Of ten year-olds ip

ra&
fully sensitive to the se-

miotic constraints of a third g reading vocabulary and is
more /ally developed than was hypothesized Furthermore, ,
this study provides empfrical evidence that the semantic
screens hypothesized in Goodman's (1973) model of reading do

facnoperate in the reading process, and that girls, by age
tea, may be somewhat more sensitive thin boyS to semantic
constraints; in the reading process

This study is one of the few attenipts to use a semantic Iasi:
, lexical ambiguity, to research the reading. process in chit-

. dram. It is a technique that can be applied with relatively young
readers who are sensitive to the disrupting effects of lex:Jets]
ambiguity. This study could be extended by evallsatingabove
average and learning disabled readers to determine the ways
la which they differ from average readers in their use of se-.
mantic information. In addition,- other semantic features could
be embedded in a reading task to gain a fuller understanding
of the ways in whiCh semantic screens operate in a model of
reading. Order No. 77-11,999, 98 pages.
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